
DISCOVER TALAIA



Our DNA

Based on standards 
(PMBoK®, EVM, ISO 21500)

Adaptative with an
Open Management framework

Intuitive and easy to manage

Configurable but without the 
complexity of workflows

Customizable

Web

Multi-language

Multi-department

Talaia offers a centralized vision for all your projects and initiatives. Through Dashboards and customized 
reports it helps you to make your first steps in the governance world accessing a structured and up to date 
executive information.

Our goal is to provide a governance solution based on the PMBoK® standards to help unify information, bring 
good practices to your company management culture and line up your organization with your business 
strategy.

ABOUT TALAIA

Simple and global project portfolio management under the PMBoK® stan-
dards through a single source of information with a common language.
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Finances

Collaboration

Task Management
Business 
Intelligence

Today, companies are using different tools to manage their operation. These applications are usually very 
specific in their own field and organizations are keen to maintain them to perform their daily tasks.

Therefore, Talaia proposes a centric project management approach where Talaia do not duplicate features 
but integrate with these different business applications, keeping their specificities and bringing together all 
the project management governance data in a single point of information.

TALAIA’s Vision

Business 
Intelligence

Document 
Management

Task Management

Finances

Collaboration

Talaia as your governance solution, integrating with your company’s 
application and providing a complete and unique control point

Document
Management
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Real time and easy access to an 
up to date, structured and 

executive information

Help improving
management culture 
and good practice in 

the organization

Line up the 
organization with the 

business goals

Build an understandable 
governance reporting for the 

stakeholders & steering comitees

Sharpen estimation and project 
completion due date

5 reasons to choose Talaia

Talaia is based on a clear and simple vision of initiatives and projects. It 
helps assessing, estimating and fulfilling objectives and therefore, 
generating more confidence in the team and management decision 
making.

Prioritize projects, programs and initiatives thanks to a unique source of 
information. Increase your return on investment and efficiency. Achieve 
your objectives, maximize your budget and inform on the project and 
program status. Follow and keep risks under control, so they do not 
impact negatively your projects.

Talaia facilitates process standardization through the PMBoK ® by 
creating a common language for the company avoiding confusion and 
misunderstanding. As a result, Talaia will increase projects quality level 
and improve your customer satisfaction.

Talaia’s operating mode

Improve products and projects quality levels,
increasing customer satisfaction
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Industry sector references

Public administration sector references

Turism sector references

Service sector references

Some References
Since our beginnings, we maintain a continuous improvement philosophy that led us to be one of the main 
reference in the project portfolio management business.

We had the opportunity to help companies, lots of them leader in their industry, and are proud that they trust  
Talaia for their projects and investment management.

SM2 and the talent behind Talaia
SM2 Software & Services Management is the company that took the challenge to build Talaia to improve the 
project portfolio management, software arena and we keep on working every day to improve it.

SM2 Software & Services Management SM2 is a Spanish based Company, leader in IT business, with the 
capacity and alliances to provide “end to end solutions". All this achieved through a balance between its 
experience in Hardware, Software and Infrastructure. Strengthen by its market specialization in Tourism, 
Finance, Public Administration and Health. SM2 delivers quality services with more than 20 years of 
experience in projects and Consulting services, integration systems, outsourcing services, software products; 
helping to empower its customers with the latest IT Technology
SM2 counts more than 120 professionals and is clearly market focused with a total independence, when it 
comes to products and technologies to deliver services
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Configure Talaia so it fits to your organization

Talaia fits to your organizational structure 
by creating all necessary departments

Adapt Talaia to your company organizational structure, create different performing organization (work space 
/ Department) and associate profiles to user to define their role in the software. Personalize labels and fields 
to stick to your company vocabulary to reduce ambiguity and avoid misunderstanding.

Talaia gives you the possibility to personalize project’s attributes associated to the main objects related to 
initiatives, projects, resources, etc... so you can introduce the information that best suits your business 
requirements. Customized attributes can then be used for advance filtering and for data exploitation through 
graphs and dashboards.

COMPANY

PFM CONTACT CUSTOMER SELLER

IT

RM PMO

FM

PgM

PM

TM

IM

SH

SP

MKT

RM PMO

FM

PgM

PM

TM

IM

SH

SP

OPS

RM PMO

FM

PgM

PM

TM

IM

SH

SP

PFM - Portfolio Manager, FM - Responsable Funcional,  RM - Responsable de Recursos,  PGM - Responsable de Programa, 
IM - Investment Manager, PM - Proyect Manager, SH - Stakeholder, TM - Team Member, SP Sponsor.
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Roles and Users

RESOURCE MANAGER (RM)
Responsible for human resources availability according to resource capacity planning.

FUNCTIONAL MANAGER (FM)
Director of the Performing Organization, responsible for the strategical objectives alignment, is part of the 
steering committees, control the programs and projects performance. Supervise PMs, IMs and PgMs.

PROJECT MANAGER OFFICE (PMO)
Define processes and quality standards, supervise projects and programs performance, centralize functional 
support and submit information for decision taking.

PROGRAM MANAGER (PgM)
Responsible for program management. Supervise PMs. 

INVESTMENT MANAGER (IM)
Responsible to manage initiatingprojects, approve or reject investments. Investments have 3 statuses: In 
progress, Approved, Closed, On hold or Projected.

PROJECT MANAGER (PM)
Main rol on Talaia, responsible for project management, project team and communication. He supervises 
TMs. Project have statuses: Initiating, Planning, Execution, Closed.

TEAM MEMBER (TM)
Resources assigned to the project team, reporting hours and expenses

SPONSOR (SP)
Responsible for the project financing. He helps achieving projects objectives.

+PORTFOLIO MANAGER (PFM)

+STAKEHOLDER (SH)

Talaia is multi-profile and helps segmenting the information for each user 
in each department.
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TALAIA EN DETALLE



1. INVESTMENTS AND INITIATIVES MANAGEMENT
Talaia helps you manage your investments and initiatives to evaluate their feasibility before deciding to 
approve them and convert them in projects.

Investments go through different statuses so it makes it easy to follow up on them throughout their lifecycle. 
It also allows you to manage your initiatives priority and probability.

Create project charter to formalize requirements and project benefits, facilitating decision making.
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2. PROJECT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 
Talaia provides a governance vision dashboard so you can easily and clearly see vital information on the 
status of your project portfolio. In one single space you can find:

Dashboard
Project Filter:
Status, Initiating, Planning, Execution, 
Closed, Archived

Advanced Filter:
Attributes, Labels, Status, Roles, Dates, 
Customers, Providers, ..

Schedule Chart
Control your project and milestones 
and completion compare with your 
planning, identifying potential delays 
to manage project delivery.

Status Report
Quickly visualize your project status 
with status report indicators and 
information.

Milestone Management
Look up for milestones and compare 
actual versus planned due date.

Risk Report
View the list of high level risks manage 
per project and their impact.
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See the project activity progress and milestones to identify potential delays in a GANTT diagram format.

Talaia incorporates Earn Value Management (EVM) to control the efficiency of the project through the 
execution of the budget in time. The EVM will give you information on time and cost so you can take quicker 
decisions based upon accurate data.

Schedule Chart

EVM Chart

WBS Graph
View project and control account percentage of completion (POC) through the WBS (Work Breakdown 
Structure) graph.

3.1 Control
3. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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Change Management
In this panel, manage your change requests. Talaia helps you register change petitions, define their impact in 
time and cost over the different activities of your project.

Financial Chart
The financial graph gives you economical information on your project: budget, expenses, reserves, net value, 
direct costs and direct margin showing project financial health.

3.2 Risk Management
Risk Registry
Create a risk registry list gathering your different project risks. Analyze their cost, effort and impact. Define 
response and contingency plans to minimize their impact.
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3.3 Procurement

Issue Registry

Register and define the various assumptions related to the project. Manage their evolution through our 
change log.

Assumption Registry

Manage all the issues raised during the project. Classify them by rate, due date and assign them to  resources 
for resolution.

Work and Payment Calendar
Manage your providers involved in the project. Define their work schedule, associate their statement of 
work. Detail their payment schedule plan and actual worked hours and billing scheme. Finally assess your 
providers to help selecting them for future collaboration.

4. RESOURCE AND EXPENSE MANAGEMENT
Resource assigment is key to the success of projects. In Talaia you will find a complete process from selecting, 
requesting and validating resources:

1. Resource finder: Look up and select resources

2. Resource Capacity Planning:  See how resource demand and allocation are aligned based upon your 
overall capacity.
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3. Resource requirement: Selection and Validation process.

4. Resource scenario simulator: Forecast and identify resource bottlenecks.

Resource Finder

Preview the workload of your resources and see their project assignments as well as their availability in a 
period of time in a heat map.

Resource Capacity Planning

Use the resource look up to find and select the team that you require to perform your project activities. 
Search for the proper resources using the filtering features such as job category, skills, resource pool, etc..

Check the detail information for each resources. See what is their specific assignment for each project.
Profile Detailed View
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Resource Scenario Simulator
The Resource Scenario Simulator gives the user a high level view on the resource capacity per job category, 
based upon planned hours (only in initiating and planning projects) and approved hours of projects in 
execution. With this information you will be able to plan when you can execute your projects by taking into 
account your resource capacity potential and their availability.

Assign a resource to a project activity defining a workload, a number of hours or a daily dedication.  Define a 
sell rate per resource for each assignement.

Resource Assignment
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Resource Capacity Running
View the actual dedication of resources in hours and in % of their total availability

5. TIME AND COST TRACKING
Through a timesheet module, allow resources to declare hours and expenses to project activities or to 
company operation accounts (holidays, training, sick leave,...). Validate dedication followin on approval 
process up to three levels.

Block Timesheet
Stop resources to validate hours in their timesheet from a specific date they are not able to modify the 
information.
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Finance Dashboard
Graphs by: Budget, Adjusted ROI, Margin, Total Cost, Plan Cost vs Actual Cost

Human Resource Dashboard
Graphs by: Plan vs Actual Hours.

6. DASHBOARD
View the most relevant information in a graphical interface where you can see all the information related to 
the related to the project management.

Project Dashboard
Graphs by: Status, Department, General Status, Schedule Status, Risk Status, Cost Status, Percentage of 
Completion, Change Requests, Issues, Issues Classification Level, Risks, Risks level, delay.
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7. REPORT
Build you pre-defined reports using advanced filters in order to get your customized listings on projects, 
financial or human resources information. Use the print option or simply save them in pdf format for their 
distribution.

We understant the complexity of project management information. Our software unifies in a 
single source all the information necessary to provide you with a global vision in real time, helping 
you to take better decisions and achieving your business goals.

Please, contact our team for any questions, doubts or suggestions. Share your experience with 
us, as we always apreciate and value customer feedback.

Mail us at: marketing@talaia-openppm.com, 
or call at (+34) 971 75 03 24, we will be happy to help you.
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Camí dels Reis, 308 Edificio Mapfre 2n floor,
07010 Palma de Mallorca
(+34) 971.75.03.24
sales@talaia-openppm.com
www.talaia-openppm.com

Try Talaia 30 days for free http://talaia-openppm.com


